
Knowledge in a Box

Simply creating context

Web

https://knowledge-in-a-box.de/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/knowledge-in-a-box


Alex‘s job is to improve 

business processes

This is Alex



Problem

Although he puts so much work 

into the content, the Information 

is often lost. Alex feels he is 

doing all the work for nothing



Alex has already tried everything...

Circular email with links sent

Internal wiki establishedFAQ section set up

Described mistakes were always 

made nevertheless

Majority of the pages were rarely 

visited

Lost in the mailbox of the 

recipients



Hey Alex, we have something for you



The 15 seconds solution

Copy link and paste on 

target page

No matter whether info, links or Peter 
from the back office - everything can be 

linked to a website

Everyone is already up to

date!

As soon as someone visits the target 
page, all the relevant information is 

displayed.
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Without Knowledge in a Box

1. Open new tab
2. Go to the intranet
3. Click through folder
4. …click further
5. ….click further
6. …click even more
7. Find

1. Click
2. Find

Save time and stay in the workflow

What was 
that again?

With Knowledge in a Box



With each new link, the common knowledge 
network grows

In the front: 

Finally simple

In the back: 

Simply magical



How to turn info chaos into shared knowledge

Find instantly

without searching



If an object is adjusted, the changes 

automatically appear on all target pages.

Any questions?
Where are the files 

stored?

Our tool only saves links and puts them into 

the appropriate context. You can continue to 

use your locations.

What effort is involved in 

making changes?

Link to any website. No matter if it leads to 

SharePoint, a post in the Teams channel or 

anywhere else.

Does this work with 

every link?

Then come by or write to me:
lukas.klaasen@knowledge-in-a-box.de

Free for up to three people, thereafter 5€ per 

user per month

How much does it cost?

https://de.linkedin.com/in/lukas-klassen94
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